You already know LIU Global is one-of-a-kind; offering you the opportunity to study around the world while obtaining your B.A. in Global Studies. Now, here’s your chance to get the insider’s scoop. Connect with any of the current students below to learn more about day-to-day life at LIU Global, get advice about living in foreign countries and what you really need to pack, and ask questions about what it’s actually like to study abroad for four years. Once you’ve spoken with them, get back in touch with us to talk about your next steps.
Etiana Coley Mells
etiana.coleymells@my.liu.edu
Massapequa, NY

Elias Gregory
elias.gregory@my.liu.edu
Carpentersville, IL

Kate Yachuk
katherine.yachuk@my.liu.edu
San Francisco, CA

Kirby Leggett
kirby.legget@my.liu.edu
Leander, TX

Emma Manos
emma.manos@my.liu.edu
Port Chester, NY

Alex Chamberlain
alexander.chamberlain@my.liu.edu
Palo Alto, CA

Lenny Ramirez
lenny.ramirez@my.liu.edu
Amityville, CA

Heather Collick
heather.collick@my.liu.edu
Windermere, FL

Karla Dana
karla.dana@my.liu.edu
Bellair, FL

Shauna Kiernan
shauna.kiernan@my.liu.edu
San Anselmo, CA

Emma Barker
emma.barker@my.liu.edu
Chelmsford, MA

Samudra Randazzo
samudra.randazzo@my.liu.edu
San Francisco, CA

Megan Reilly
megan.reilly@my.liu.edu
Santa Rosa, CA